
Metricooler, it’s without a doubt that Instagram Reels were an earth-shattering

addition to the platform.

In fact,  “the TikToks” of Instagram have been gaining so much importance that they are

overshadowing another one of the app’s newest investments: Guides. 

This content, which could be found in pro�le feeds, will disappear in December and be

converted into private collections, as you can see in the screenshot below:

So, we will say goodbye to a feature that once had a place in your feed.

Guides are (as we still have a month left of this feature) content similar to X’s

Moments, or Instagram featured stories where you can create guides about speci�c

topics, from your old posts or location recommendations. 

It’s true that Reels don’t ful�ll this function 100%, but content creators prefer to create

Reels over Guides. For example, if a content creator was going to create a guide

about a trip to New York, they would probably just upload a Reel with this content

knowing they are more likely to gain traction. 

Because the fact is, Metricooler, Reels are the true leaders of Instagram today.

If you don’t believe me, keep reading for some shocking news…

Instagram gives Reels a boost 

Mosseri, Instagram, and just about every user knows that Reels are the star format on

the social network. 

And the only way to keep it like that is if they continue improving its features. 

This week, through the Creators Instagram account, the app has announced new

editing options when creating Reels:

New options to crop, scale, and rotate your videos.

Add voiceovers.

Save time with redo and undo buttons. 

As well as some new creation tools, such as text to speech, fresh �lters, more fonts,

and a clip library.

Also, Reels (as well as posts) will now have an option to share to your ‘Close Friends’.

Before posting your content, you can �nd this in the “Audience” section.

And one last new feature that I think is super fun, is the ability to create your own video

stickers. This is perfect for created customized content for your brand to share via

Stories. 

So keep creating quality videos and then create stickers from them!

Voice notes in… Notes

We have already talked many times about the ups and downs of Instagram Notes.

Personally, I haven’t seen this feature take off yet, but the network seems to want to

continue building it… 

Now I come with some surprising news about Notes: 

Reply to Notes with voice notes. 

That’s right, in an attempt to facilitate the connection between your followers or

community, users can respond to your Notes with an audio message.

Stories also want the spotlight

Do you think Instagram has forgotten about Stories? 

De�nitely not. 

Instagram has proposed an innovation to Stories. For a product that has little room to

evolve, although this addition may not be pivotal, it’s worth noting. 

Now you will have the ability to customize your Stories feed to only show stories from

users that you follow and follow you back.

“Your Space” on Instagram

Well, this is de�nitely a bit of a surprise. If you’re old enough, this sounds a lot like

MySpace, right? 

But actually, it doesn’t have anything to do with that. In fact, it is yet another way to

share content to select users. Just like “Close Friends” or Instagram Broadcast

Channels. 

Although, according to insider Alex193a, it will have a different unique space on

Instagram, but still be within the app. Here you can even change your bio, add another

pro�le picture, and share exclusive content. 

What do you think about this other “Instagram”? I think it’s more geared towards

content creators and in�uencers, however, there isn’t a paid option, so we will see how

it plays out. 

And speaking of Broadcast Channels… 

If you feel like there are a lack of ways to promote this, Instagram has added one more

option:

Tagging your broadcast channel to a post.

A push for private messaging on X

Finally, a change of pace. No more Instagram news for this week… or not? 

The news is that X continues to improve their private messaging. A few weeks ago,

they announced video calls among other things, but now XDaily brings us more news: 

Delete messages in batch.

Premium users will be able to send up to 10-minute-long videos. 

Download videos in direct messages. 

Mark messages as Unread.

Move conversations to Message Requests. 

In my opinion, most of these are pretty “routine” new features, however, ones that can

come in handy. Especially if there’s a conversation that you can’t answer in the moment,

the “Unread” option will help you not forget. 

However, thinking of key social media platforms, this feature seems to be coming a

little late.

Well, that has been this week’s Instagram newsletter… I mean this week’s social media

newsletter. But, Meta has really been going all out and I’m not sure when they are going to

stop. 

We’ll see what happens next Sunday. 

But wait, I’ve saved the best for last. I say the best because the truth is, I am completely lost by

this new idea, from none other than Instagram. 

The new feature in question is called Wonder Wall. 

At �rst glance, it looks like a wall where you have the posted notes, with the number of likes,

and the ability to respond. 

We’ll have to stay tuned to see how it all turns out:

Okay, this is really the end, Metricooler. Remember that you can always send suggestions or

feedback about the newsletter! 

See you next Sunday!

Anniston, from Metricool

PS: Turkey Day is coming up! We hope you all have a great holiday weekend. Before we sign

off, on Wednesday we are hosting a Masterclass to discuss social media funnels, and

accelerating your online business growth in 2024. Sign up here!
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